
THE LATIN FIFTH CONJUGATION

Traditional descriptions of Latin verbal inflection, dating from 
classical times, classify verbs as belonging to one of four formal sub
classes. These sub-classes are based on the stem vowel that appears in 
the form of the present active infinitive. A verb is said to be a first 
conjugation verb if it is of the type of amdre. The second conjugation 
is made up of verbs of the monëre type. Verbs in -ere are assigned to 
a third conjugation. There is a fourth conjugation of which audire is 
an example.

There is, within the sub-class traditionally designated third con
jugation, a small set of items which are inflectionally special and are 
referred to as ,,-zo verbs of the third conjugation.“ An example of such 
a verb is capere (capio), classed as third conjugation because of the 
form of the present active infinitive and as a member of the sub-ca
tegory on the basis of the shape of the 1st pers. sg. of the present in
dicative as well as that of other forms. The purpose of this paper is 
to advance what I believe to be a more satisfactory analysis of the 
array of Latin verb types, specifically with regard to the status of this 
last mentioned inflectional sub-category.

Below are displayed certain items from the third, ,,-io verbs of 
the third“ and fourth conjugations, selected so as to point out the ba
sis of the classificational problem under discussion. The forms are 
not labeled as to person/number/tense/mood but all items on any line 
are inflectional counterparts.

th ird „ -ίο  o f  the th ird“ fou rth

dilcere capere audire
dncö capiö audio
döcis capis audis
dOcunt capiunt audiunt
dücëbam capiebam audiebam
ducam capiam audiam
ducerem caperem audirem
dneant capiant audiant

As can be observed, the forms in the middle column are, in every case, 
inflectionally identical to a corresponding form in either the first or 
third column. If one inspects the thirty-one forms of the present active 
system, including the present active infinitive, he finds that of these
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twenty of the „-io of the third“ forms correspond to their fourth conju
gation counterparts and eleven are inflectionally identical to the cor
responding item in the third conjugation. At the very least, we can 
say that the traditional view places a disproportionate emphasis on the 
coincidence of form in the infinitive.

Palmer (p. 268f.) noticed that the statistical and other evidence 
was in favor of a fourth conjugation affiliation and insinuates a re
classification along those lines. He missed the mark also, failing to 
note that verbs of the capere type constitute a separate sub-class, a 
fifth conjugation, which is distinct from both the third and fourth 
conjugations.

The complete complex argument for this reclassification will be 
forthcoming later in this paper. Preliminary to that material it might 
be well to discuss in somewhat informal terms the general considera
tions and type of evidence that has led to the classification that I am 
proposing.

In general, the argument proceeds from the following precepts? 
which are central to modern phonological theory. First, modern phono
logy rests on the assumption that much of the apparent complexity vi
sible in inflectional paradigms such as those under investigation here 
often belies an underlying paradigmatic simplicty. For example, with 
respect to the matter at hand, it might be possible to posit for verbs 
of the capere type an underlying or psychological representation that 
has -z as the consistent stem vowel. (This is precisely what I will propose.) 
Modern phonology further assumes that the appearance of the various 
manifestations of such a consistent underlying entity can be attributed 
to the presence in the language of certain derivational or surface con
straints. In this way, the stem vowel -e of the third conjugation can 
appear as e (dücere), i {dücis) or, under certain conditions, disappear 
{dücö). The stem vowel of the fourth conjugation, -/, appears in some 
forms as i {audire, audis) and in other forms as i {audio). The stem 
vowel -z, distinguishing the fifth conjugation, appears as z {capio) or 
e {capere, caperem). These multiple and overlapping manifestations can 
be summarized as follows, ommitting, of course, all information con
cerning the conditions under which the various manifestations obtain. 
This information will be supplied later.

kapi-

audT-

duke-
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Below are displayed complete representative paradigms from the 
Latin present active system. Each paradigm has two parts, the surface 
forms, familiar to all and presented in standard orthography. To the 
left of each item is the corresponding underlying representation, in 
broad phonological transcription.

PRESENT INDICATIVE ACTIVE PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE ACTIVE

ama +  ö am δ ami +  ë +  m amem
ami -f s amis ami +  ë +  s amës
ami +  t amat ami +  ë +  t amet
ami +  mus amamus ami +  ë +  mus amëmus
ami +  tis amitis ami +  ë +  tis amëtis
ami +  nt amant ami -f ë +  nt ament

monë 4- δ mone δ monë +  I -1- m moneam
monë 4- s monës monë +  I +  s moneas
monë +  t monet monë +  I +  t moneat
monë 4- mus monëmus monë 4-1  +  mus moneamus
mone +  tis monëtis monë 4- 3 4- tis moneatis
monë +  nt monent monë 4- H 4- nt moneant

dike 4- δ dücö dike 4- â 4- m dicam
dike +  s dncis dike 4- ä 4- s dicas
dike +  t dOcit dike 4- 3 4- t dicat
dike +  mus dicimus dike 4-3  4- mus dicimus
dïïke +  tis dicitis dike 4- â 4- tis dicatis
dike 4- Ont dicunt dike 4- a 4- nt dicant

audl +  δ audiö audl 4- a +  m audiam
audi 4- s audis audï 4- a 4- s audias
audl + t audit audl 4- a 4- t audiat
audï 4- mus audimus audl 4- a 4- mus audiamus
audï + tis auditis audï 4- a 4- tis 2 udi Itis
audi + Ont audiunt audï 4- a 4- nt audiant

kapi +  ö capi δ kapi 4- 3 4- m capiam
kapi 4- s capis kapi 4- a 4- s capias
kapi 4- t capit kapi 4- a 4 -1 capiat
kapi 4- mus capimus kapi 4- a 4- mus capiamus
kapi + tis capitis kapi 4- a 4- tis capiatis
kapi 4- ïïnt capiunt kapi 4- a 4- nt capiant

IMPERFECT INDICATIVE ACTIVE IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE ACTI\

ami +  aba +  m amabam ami 4- rë 4- m amlrem
am i 4- Ib l +  s amabas ami 4- rë 4- s amlrës
am i 4- âba +  t amabat ; m l 4- rë 4- t amaret
ami +  Ib l + mus amabamus ama 4- rë 4- mus amaremus
ami + abl 4- tis amabitis ama 4- rë 4- tis amlrëtis
amâ + Ib l + nt amabant ami 4- rë 4- nt amarent

monë 4- ëbl + m monëbam monë 4- rë 4- m monërem
monë H- ëb l + s monëbas monë 4- rë 4- s monërës
monë + ëbl 4- t monëbat monë 4- rë 4- t monëret
monë + ëbl + mus monëblmus monë 4- rë 4- mus monërëmus
monë +  ëb l +  tis monëbltis monë 4- rë 4- tis monërëtis
monë +  ëbl +  nt monëbant monë 4- rë 4- nt monërent
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dïïke 4  ëbâ 4  m dïïcëbam dïïke -f rë +  m dïïcerem
dïïke 4  ëbâ 4  s dïïcëbâs dïïke -f rë -f s dïïcerës
dïïke 4  ëbâ 4  t dïïcëbat dïïke +  rë +  t dïïceret
dïïke 4  ëbâ 4  mus dïïcëbâmus dïïke -f rë +  mus dïïcerëmus
dïïke 4  ëbâ 4  tis dïïcëbâtis dïïke +  rë +  tis dïïcerëtis
dïïke -f ëbâ 4  nt dïïcëbant dïïke +  rë +  nt dïïcerent

a dï 4  ëbâ 4  m audiëbam audl +  rë +  m audïrem
audl 4  ëbâ +  s audiëbâs audï 4- rë +  s audïrës
audï 4  ëbâ 4  t audiëbat audl +  rë +  t audïret
audl +  ëbâ 4  mus audiëbâmus audl +  rë +  mus audlrëmus
audl 4  ëbâ +  tis audiëbâtis audl +  rë +  tis audïrëtis
audl 4  ëbâ 4  nt audiëbant audï 4  rë 4  nt audïrent

kapi 4  ëbâ 4  m capiëbam kapi 4  rë 4  m caperem
kapi 4  ëbâ 4  s capiëbâs kapi 4  rë 4  s caperës
kapi +  ëbâ -f t capiëbat kapi 4  rë 4  t caperet
kapi +  ëbâ +  mus capiëbâmus kapi 4  rë 4  mus caperëmus
kapi +  ëbâ +  tis capiëbâtis kapi 4  rë 4  tis caperëtis
kapi +  ëbâ +  nt capiëbant kapi 4  rë 4  nt caperent

FUTURE INDICATIVE ACTIVE

amâ 4  be 4  ö amâbô
amâ 4  be 4  s amâbis
amâ 4  be 4  t amâbit
amâ 4  be 4  mus amabimus
amâ 4  be 4  tis amâbitis
am3 4  be 4  ïïnt amâbunt

monë 4  be 4  δ monëbô
monë 4  be 4  s monëbis
monë 4  be 4  t monëbit
monë 4  be 4  mus monëbimus
monë 4  be 4  tis monëbitis
monë 4  be 4  ïïnt monëbunt

dïïke 4  â 4  m dïïcam
dïïke 4  ë 4  s dïïcës
dïïke 4  ë 4  t dïïcet
dïïke 4  ë 4  mus dïïcëmus
dïïke 4  ë 4  tis dïïcëtis
dïïke 4  ë 4  nt dïïcent

audï 4  â 4  m audiam
audl 4  ë 4  s audiës
uadï 4  ë 4  t audiet
audl 4  ë 4  mus audiëmus
audï 4  ë 4  tis audiëtis
audï 4  ë 4  nt audient

kapi 4  â 4  m capiam
kapi 4  ë 4  s capiës
kapi 4  ë 4  t capiet
kapi 4  ë 4  mus capiemus
kapi 4  ë 4  tis capiëtis
kapi 4  ë 4  nt capient
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These reconstructions, and note well that these are psycholo
gical and not historical in nature, are the point of departure for the 
derivations that reconcile the paradigmatic unity they evidence with the 
surface tactics manifest in the attested forms. As for the origin of the 
person-number/tense-mood material suffice it to say that it is of a 
deeper psycho-formal provenance that I consider well motivated but 
which I will not discuss here.

In the mode of modern linguistics, the underlying forms are re
written according to a sequence of rules or instructions which explici
tly state what happens to specific segments or, better said, classes of 
segments under specific conditions of environment or with respect to 
a specific point in the derivation. This latter condition is an alternate 
way of saying that for certain rules, the order in which these are applied 
is important. The underlying representations taken together with these 
rewrite instructions predict all of the forms in the domain of the gram
mar that the complex statement purports to describe. Failure to do so 
means that the grammar fragment fails to meet the lowest standards 
of adequacy. The following rules, applied correctly, specify the rela
tionships between all of the surface forms and their underlying forms.

1) ä is deleted before ë or ö. (am ä+ö—> amö)

2) e is deleted before ö, ü, or ä (düke +  ö —» dücö)
Notice that this rule does not affect moneo because at this stage in the 
derivation the vowel (ë) is still long.

3) The first of two identical vowels is deleted if the second is 
long, regardless of the length of the first.
(düke +  ëbâ +  m -» dük +  ëbâ +  m, monë +  ëbâ +  m —> 
mon +  ëbâ +  m)

4) e is raised to i before a non-resonant consonant when this 
consonant is word final or when it occurs before a vowel, 
with or without a following consonant which, if it is present, 
is word final (düke +  t —> dücit, düke +  tis —> dücitis).

5) The first of two successive long vowels is shortened 
(monë +  ö —» moneô, audï +  ëbâ +  m —> audiebam)

6) A long vowel is shortened before final m (kapi +  â +  m 
—» capiam).

7) A long vowel is shortened before final t. (audï +  t -> audit
8) A long vowel is shortened before nt. (kapi +  ünt —» capiunt
9) i is lowered to e before r when this consonant is followed 

by a vowel (kapi +  re —> capere).
For the purpose of further illustration of the effect of these rule0 

there follow a number of complete exemplary derivations. The nomera*
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following each step refers to the rule the application of which has effec
ted the new form. The last stage, the surface form, is represented in 
standard orthography. The formative boundary markers (+) are re
moved by convention.

düke +  ëbâ +  t —► dük +  êbâ +  t (3) —» clücëbcit (7)
kapi +  êbâ +  t —» capiëbat (7)
audi +  ëbâ +  t —> audï +  ëbâ +  t (5) audiëbat (7)
monë +  be +  ô -> monëbô (2)
düke +  5 -> dücö (2)
düke +  rë +  m —» dücerem (6)
kapi +  rë +  m —> kapi +  re +  m (6) —> caperem (9)
audï +  rë +  m —» audïrem (6)
düke +  re —» ducere (no change)
kapi +  re -» capere (9)
monë +  â +  m -> mone +  â +  m (5) —> moneam (6)
düke +  ä +  m —> dük +  à +  m (2) —> dücam (6)
kapi +  â +  m —> capiam (6)
audï +  ä +  m -> audï +  â +  m (2) —» audiam (6)
monë +  be +  s —> monëbis (4)
düke +  s —» dücis (4)

This new analysis, which I believe will be of considerable inte
rest to Latinists in and for itself, has a broader significance, for studies 
of Latin language as such, and as a source of understanding of Latin as 
a resource language for studies in Indo-European and Romance lin
guistics.

The material and analysis I have presented in this paper can bet 
applied to an analysis of the perfective forms of fifth conjugation verbs. 
The perfectives of this sub-class are of two types, the sigmatic: quatiö, 
quassi; speciö, spexi and those that have a lengthened stem vowel: fugiö, 
füg t; capio, cëpï; jaciö, jëci; faciö, fëci. This latter type is of special 
interest here because once it is understood that the these verbs have 
an underlying stem that ends in -i, the formation of the lengthened, 
and in three instances, mutant stem vowel perfectives can be explained. 
The forms of the first person singular of the simple perfective will be 
used to illustrate the new analysis.

We can assume that the underlying representations for illustra
tive forms are as follows : faki +  / (fëci), iaki +  ï (jeci), kapi +  i 
(cêpi) and fugi +  / (fügi). We can derive the surface forms from the 
underlying by assuming the operation of two rules. The first of these is 
a metathesis rule that shifts the stem vowel to a position inside the root 
syllable. This gives, as an intermediate form, faik +  ï, iaik +  ï, kaip +  ï 
and fuig + i. The resulting abstract dipthong then becomes a long vo
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wel, a raised vowel in the case of the first three items. That is, -ai- be
comes è and ui becomes ü. This solution is in marked contrast to that 
offered by Palmer (p. 272).

Romance scholars have more and more begun to abandon the 
artificial view that the Romance languages come into existence some
time after Latin ceased to exist. A superior conceptualization involves 
seeing these languages as the result of the continuous change that links 
them all in an unbroken historical chain that leads back to spoken La
tin and beyond. Proceeding within this framework, it is appropriate 
to search for embryonic romance tendencies within Latin.

The view of Latin fifth conjugation perfectives presented above» 
based on the reanalysis of the present system forms of these verbs can» 
in turn, shed some light on the development of certain Romance ref
lexes of Latin primarius such as Portuguese primeiro and Spanish pri- 
mero. There seems to have operated in these forms the same sort of 
metathesis of -i- that is evident in the Latin fifth conjugation perfecti
ves discussed earlier.

With respect to Indo-European studies, and to attempts at histo
rical reconstruction in general, it goes without saying that the best 
point of departure is the earliest possible attestation. While I have been 
careful to point out that the underlying forms presented in this paper 
are not historical but rather synchronic and psychological, it is the case 
that such representations often do in fact reflect earlier stages of the 
language. These probably do.

The view provided by this analysis of capio, etc. reinforces the 
basis for the position that Buck (p. 272) takes with respect to the distinct 
status of the -i of capiö and the -ï of audio and the likelihood he saw 
for e in capere being a Latin development.

Conversely, this analysis serves to caution the reader of Meillet 
against uncritical assent to this great Indo-Europeanist’s position with 
respect to the same question. Specifically, Meillet points out (p. 212) 
„Le latin a aussi söpi-s’tu endors' en regard de skr. svapâya-si, mais l r& 
pers. sôpiô.“ Later (p. 219) „En latin, en celtique et en germanique, il 
a des formes a thématiques à côté des formes thématiques, ainsi, d'une 
part lat. capio, capiunt, got. hafja 'je leve, hafjand\ mais d'autre part 
lat. capï-s, capï-t, capï-mus, capï -t i s The analysis I have presented 
in this paper of these Latin forms, reinterpreted as a first step toward 
internal reconstruction, shows that Meillet’s preoccupation with what 
can now be seen as superficial alternations in the Latin verb paradigm 
was unwarranted and his conclusions about Indo-European drawn 
from the data before it had been reanalysed are ill advised.

Perhaps the broadest aim of this paper has been to show that the 
methods and concepts of modern linguistic science can be profitably
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applied to the study of a classical language such as Latin. In so doing 
I hope that this will encourage Classicists to become more familiar with 
the science of linguistics and to use their knowledge in the pursuit of 
an even higher attainment of intellectual excellence.

El Paso. Texas. Ch. Elerick.
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